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Abstract 
By analyzing the research status and hot frontiers in the field of innovation ecosystems 
at home and abroad, we can quickly and systematically grasp the development direction 
of this field. The article uses CiteSpace software to sort out and summarize the domestic 
and foreign literature from 2000 to 2021. The results show that: the main force of 
domestic and foreign research on innovation ecosystem is concentrated in colleges and 
universities. In the past five years, the number of English literature is more than that of 
Chinese literature, but the overall development trend is generally the same ; Different 
research focuses on innovation ecosystems at home and abroad in different periods. 
International research on innovation ecosystems mostly focuses on performance, 
strategy, technology, knowledge, entrepreneurship, etc. Early domestic researches in 
this field mainly focus on innovation ecosystems themselves. Recent researches are 
more based on the perspectives of innovation ecosystems. The case study method is used 
to explore the construction of an ecosystem in a specific industry; comparing the top ten 
highly cited articles at home and abroad, it is found that the citation frequency of 
international highly cited articles is much higher than that of domestic articles, which 
shows that domestic research in this field is not very popular. The breadth and depth 
still need to be improved; future research in this field can adopt more empirical and case 
studies to improve the pertinence of the research. 
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1. Introduction 

Entering the 21st century, innovation has always been an important driving force for my 
country's economic development. With the changes in the economic and social environment, 
innovation paradigms are also evolving, from closed innovation (innovation 1.0 paradigm) to 
open innovation (innovation 2.0 paradigm), and then to a new generation of innovation 3.0 
paradigm that focuses on the construction of innovation ecosystems. The aggravation of the 
epidemic situation and the increase of uncertain factors make future competition more likely 
to take place within the ecosystem. A good innovation ecosystem is an important guarantee for 
a country to remain invincible in the competition. The innovation ecosystem describes the 
diversified cooperation efforts, including not only the synergistic symbiosis between the 
innovation subjects, but also the innovation ecology established by the innovation subjects and 
the social and cultural environment, system, platform, etc. At present, there are differences in 
the starting points of scholars at home and abroad, and the existing research literature is 
relatively scattered and lacks systematicness. In order to more systematically and effectively 
grasp the research progress and research gaps of the innovation ecosystem, this paper conducts 
a comprehensive review of the innovation ecosystem at home and abroad, and conducts a 
comprehensive analysis from the aspects of publication volume, highly cited literature, 
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keyword clustering, and emergence. To a certain extent, it can provide reference and reference 
for future research. 

2. Data Sources and Research Methods 

2.1. Data Sources 
The data source acquisition of this paper has gone through two retrieval stages. The first stage 
is to retrieve the core journals in cnki, CSCD and CSSCI databases; the time limit is 2000-2021; 
advanced retrieval is adopted, and "innovation ecosystem" is used as the retrieval theme Words; 
subject categories are set to Social Sciences II and Economics and Management Sciences. The 
second stage is to retrieve the core collections in the web of science database; due to permission 
issues, the retrieval time is nearly 12 years from 2008 to 2021; the retrieval term is innovation 
ecosystem. Excluding missing keywords, abstracts, authors, and articles with duplicate titles, 
the final retrieved number was 1991 Chinese and English literatures. 

2.2. Research Method 
Bibliometrics is a discipline that qualitatively or quantitatively evaluates scientific research 
activities and their laws by using mathematical or statistical methods to perform statistical 
analysis on measurement objects such as literature volume, keywords, and author numbers [1]. 
This paper introduces a variety of research methods such as publication volume analysis, 
citation analysis, and co-word analysis in bibliometrics to analyze the status and trends of 
innovation ecosystems at home and abroad [2]. This paper uses the CiteSpace software tool to 
draw and analyze the knowledge graph of innovation ecosystem co-occurrence, clustering and 
evolution. 

3. Research and Analysis of International Innovation Ecosystem 

3.1. Basic Analysis of the Thesis 
A search of the core collection of the Web of Science database yielded 1,074 papers in the field 
of innovation ecosystems. International research in this field began in 2008, mainly to explore 
the origin and formation of business ecosystems. The number of international literature 
publications has increased year by year since 2013, with the largest increase in 2021; the 
number of papers published in the first nine months of 2021 is more than double the number 
of papers published in 2017. This shows that the relevant theoretical research is in a period of 
rapid development and the momentum of development is strong. 
 

 
Figure 1. Number of publications over the years 
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The top four countries in the field of international innovation ecosystems published more than 
100 papers, accounting for about 69% of the total, indicating that these four countries are the 
main research forces. The United States is the country with the largest number of publications, 
but it does not appear in the top ten institutions by the number of publications (Figure 2). 
Through analysis, it is found that a large number of American universities and scientific 
research institutions have cooperated with major countries such as the United Kingdom, 
Southeast Asia, the European Union, and China. , the research focus is not concentrated on one 
or a few institutions and universities in China, and the distribution of strength is balanced. The 
institution with the most publications is the University of Cambridge, indicating that the 
university is an important research center in the UK in this field . Tsinghua University ranks 
third in the number of published papers in this field, and has close cooperation with the United 
States and Europe. It is the backbone of research in the field of innovation ecosystems. 
 

 
Figure 2. Top 10 countries by international publication volume 

 
Table 1. High-cited literature in the field of international innovation ecosystems 

Numbe
r Title Author 

Citatio
ns 

1 
INSTITUTIONSANDAXIOMS:AN EXTENSION AND UPDATE OF SERVICE-

DOMINANT LOGIC 
VARGO,SL;et al 

1012 

2 
VALUECREATIONININNOVATIONECOSYSTEMS: 

HOWTHESTRUCTUREOFTECHNOLOGICALINTERDEPENDENCE 
AFFECTSFIRMPERFORMANCEINNEWTECHNOLOGYGENERATIONS 

ADNER,R;et al 898 

3 SERVICEINNOVATION:A SERVICE-DOMINANT LOGIC PERSPECTIVE LUSCH,RF;et al 581 

4 
MODE3'AND'QUADRUPLEHELIX': 

TOWARDA21STCENTURYFRACTALINNOVATIONECOSYSTEM 
CARAYANNIS,EG;e

t al 473 

5 PLATFORMEVOLUTION:COEVOLUTIONOFPLATFORMARCHITECTURE, 
GOVERNANCE,ANDENVIRONMENTALDYNAMICS 

TIWANA,A;et al 
470 

6 SMARTTOURISM:FOUNDATIONSANDDEVELOPMENTS GRETZEL,U;et al 433 

7 
ENTREPRENEURIALINNOVATION: 

THEIMPORTANCEOFCONTEXT 
AUTIO,E;et al 

423 

8 BRIDGINGDIFFERINGPERSPECTIVESONTECHNOLOGICALPLATFORMS: 
TOWARDANINTEGRATIVEFRAMEWORK 

GAWER,A 
422 

9 ECOSYSTEMASSTRUCTURE:ANACTIONABLECONSTRUCTFORSTRATEGY ADNER,R 384 

10 
TOWARDSATHEORYOFECOSYSTEMS 

JACOBIDES,MG;et 
al 350 
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The higher the citation frequency of a document, the higher the status of the document and the 
stronger the recognition. This paper selects the top ten highly cited papers as shown in Table 1. 
Through intensive reading of core papers, it is found that most of the international research on 
innovation ecosystems focuses on service innovation, platforms, smart tourism, 
entrepreneurial innovation, ecosystems, etc., and the highly cited documents are from the 
United States, the United Kingdom, the European Union and other countries. This shows that 
the core of research in this field is still concentrated in the United States and Europe. Although 
the number of published papers in China is the top three, the degree of recognition and 
influence of the articles is still small. 

3.2. Analysis of Research Hotspots 
Keywords are the refinement of the subject of the article. By analyzing the keywords, the 
research hotspots and future trends in this field can be grasped. Using CiteSpace software, the 
co-occurrence map of high-frequency keywords in the field of foreign innovation ecosystems 
was obtained, as shown in Figure 3. The larger the node, the higher the frequency of the 
keyword, and the shade of the color indicates that the keyword appears sooner or later. By 
analyzing the chart, we found that the top six high-frequency keywords are: innovation, 
ecosystem, performance, strategy, technology, knowledge. This shows that the theoretical 
research on innovation ecosystem is carried out around enterprise performance management, 
strategy formulation and technological innovation. Technological innovation is the backbone of 
the enterprise and is the combined evolution of potentially useful knowledge. The formulation 
of reasonable enterprise strategies and continuous technological innovation can help 
enterprises innovate and The establishment of an ecosystem provides the necessary conditions. 
The first six high-frequency keywords are the focus of early research by international scholars. 
This is followed by three high-frequency keywords: network, entrepreneurship, and 
management. The innovation ecosystem is composed of interrelated and interdependent 
network participants, whose purpose is to realize value co-creation. There is cooperative 
competition among network participants and follows a co-evolution process. Dedehayir [3] 
found through research that there are several key roles in the development of innovation 
ecosystem, leadership role, direct value creation role, value creation support role and 
entrepreneurial ecosystem role. In any case, innovation is the goal of the ecosystem, mainly 
involving the innovation of the environment, the subject and the boundary. With the 
involvement of digital elements, the digital innovation ecosystem will become an important 
form of publication in the future. 
In tenth place is the system. The realization of system self-organization evolution needs to be 
supported by productivity and innovation. Productivity refers to the ability of human beings to 
use and transform nature, while system productivity is the ability of innovation subjects to 
coordinate and integrate innovation resources inside and outside the system to meet the needs 
of users and markets [4]. System innovation is the key to promoting the self-organizing 
evolution of the innovation ecosystem [5]. It is mainly reflected in whether an enterprise can 
continuously meet potential market demands and lead new demands. Competitive Advantage. 
Therefore, the system is also a research hotspot in this field. 
By analyzing the topics involved in the web of science database, the research topics covered by 
high-frequency keywords can be summarized as (Figure 4): platform; open innovation; service-
led logic; business model innovation; entrepreneurial ecosystem; technological innovation ; 
disruptive innovation; smart cities. These studies further illustrate that the research in the field 
of foreign innovation ecosystems is a cross-integration of cross-organization and cross-border. 
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Figure 3. Co-occurrence diagram of high-frequency keywords in international literature 

 

 
Figure 4. Keyword Clustering Diagram 

4. Research and Analysis of Domestic Innovation Ecosystem 

4.1. Basic Analysis of the Thesis 
In this paper, a total of 917 related literatures were obtained by searching the CNKI database 
according to the limited subject headings. Domestic research on innovation ecosystems began 
in 2000, showing a trend of volatile growth. In 2003, scholar Huang Lucheng put forward the 
concept of regional innovation ecosystem for the first time, and introduced ecological theory 
into regional technological innovation. After 2012, the number of domestic publications has 
gradually increased, and the growth rate reached the fastest in 2016. Although domestic 
research started earlier, the concept of innovation ecosystem was first proposed by the U.S. 
Commission on Competitiveness. Therefore, the international understanding of innovation 
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ecosystems should be ahead of domestic ones, and the total number of publications is also 
higher than that of domestic ones. However, the overall development of domestic and foreign 
The trend is generally the same. In recent years, domestic scholars' awareness of this field has 
also been continuously improved, and the research has gradually deepened and the scope has 
been continuously expanded. 
The study found that the main research institutions of the innovation ecosystem are 
concentrated in universities. From the perspective of domestic R&D institutions, universities in 
the north and south each account for 50%, and the geographical distribution is balanced. 
Among them, Tsinghua University has published the most papers, which shows that the 
university has a leading advantage in research in the field of innovation ecosystems, with strong 
research strength and great influence. The research strength of Zhejiang University, Hunan 
University, Hebei University of Technology and other universities should not be 
underestimated, and they have made outstanding contributions to the research on my 
country's innovation ecosystem. Judging from the number of papers published, the gap 
between domestic universities is relatively small, and the research strength is relatively 
balanced, but only 11 institutions have published more than ten papers, which shows that the 
proportion of research institutions in this field in the country is relatively small, and the high-
yield institutions are relatively small. less, and inter-agency contacts are more scattered. 
Most of the top ten most cited papers in the domestic innovation ecosystem are from 2013 to 
2016. The first article was published by scholars such as Zeng Guoping from Tsinghua 
University, which outlined the history and background of the evolution and development of the 
innovation ecosystem, and believed that the innovation-driven development strategy should be 
implemented in light of my country's national conditions. The second one was published by Li 
Wan and others based on multiple perspectives, revealing that the innovation ecosystem is the 
core essence of Innovation 3.0, and exploring how to choose the national science and 
technology innovation strategy in the context of the new generation of innovation paradigm. 
The top three are all studies on the theoretical origins and framework of innovation ecosystems. 
This period is also at a small peak in the number of domestic publications, indicating that 
domestic scholars have conducted preliminary research on the relevant knowledge concepts of 
innovation ecosystems. Through the analysis of domestic classic papers, it can be seen that the 
early research in this field in my country mainly focused on the innovation ecosystem itself, 
including concept definition, knowledge evolution, collaborative innovation and theoretical 
framework construction; more recent research is based on the perspective of innovation 
ecosystem, using case studies method to explore the ecosystem construction of a particular 
industry. 
 

 
Figure 5. The number of published papers over the years 
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4.2. Research Hotspots and Frontier Analysis 
The keyword clustering graph can effectively grasp the research frontier in this field by 
summarizing the similarity between each keyword node, and then using the LLR algorithm to 
group the nodes with obvious co-word relationship into one category [6]. The article uses the 
keyword clustering timeline map to analyze the domestic research and obtains 12 clusters. 
Among them, Modularity Q=0.6086>0.3, indicating that the clustering structure is significant, 
and Silhouette S=0.8842>0.7, indicating that the clustering is convincing. In the timeline graph, 
the same keyword clusters will be on the same horizontal line, the time when the keywords 
appear is at the top of the graph, and the chronological order is arranged from left to right. 
#0 Innovation Ecosystem (2000-2021), which includes complex dynamics, technology 
standardization, creative industries, indicator systems, high-tech industries, platform-led 
enterprises, etc.; #1 Ecosystem (2008-2021), in this During the period, domestic scholars began 
to pay attention to innovation and entrepreneurship and realized the role of universities in 
innovation, and the main body of innovation changed; #2 Technological innovation (2000-
2021), since the emergence of the innovation ecosystem, technological innovation has been the 
focus of domestic scholars;# 3 Regional innovation ecosystem (2000-2021), including 
industrial innovation ecosystem, Beijing-Tianjin wing, niche suitability, innovation 
performance, dynamic evolution, etc.; #4 Value co-creation (2000-2021), scholars use business 
Ecosystem-based, from business model innovation, case studies, open innovation, digital 
innovation ecosystem, etc.; #5 Innovation Ecosystem (2015-2021), this cluster includes 
innovation paradigm, economic growth, mass entrepreneurship , Chinese cities; #6 Regional 
innovation (2000-2019), scholars conduct research from the perspective of symbiosis, 
industrial innovation, technological innovation, value chain, bilateral market, etc. based on the 
perspective of innovation efficiency; #7 Value acquisition (2000-2019) , among which 
collaborative innovation has been a hot issue in domestic research since 2013; #8 Value co-
creation mechanism (2000-2020), this cluster includes innovation environment, innovation 
subject, core enterprise innovation resources, etc.; #9 Operational mechanism (2000-2021), 
based on the information ecosystem, carry out research on pricing, operating mechanism, 
technical standards, risk management, scientific and technological innovation think tanks, etc.; 
#10 During the period of 2016-2020, the research perspective of domestic scholars has shifted 
In the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area; #11 Dynamic Gaming and #12 
Industrial Organizations have only appeared in the past two years. Platforms and digital 
economy have begun to attract the attention of scholars, but they have not yet formed a trend 
within a short period of time. 
Overall, the five clusters of innovation ecosystem, operating mechanism, regional innovation 
ecosystem, technological innovation, and value co-creation have been the focus of domestic 
scholars since 2000-2021. Although ecosystem clustering has not been started for a long time, 
there are many large-scale nodes, which shows that it has always been the focus of domestic 
research, and it will also be an important publication direction in the field of innovation 
ecosystem research in the future. Although the three clusters of regional innovation, value 
acquisition, and value co-creation mechanism started early and spanned a long time, they have 
not achieved sustainable development in recent years. On the contrary, although the two 
clusters of dynamic game and industrial organization started late, they may become emerging 
research directions in this field in the future. 
In order to better understand the development trend of domestic research, this paper analyzes 
the dynamic evolution of the domestic innovation ecosystem field on the basis of the timeline 
graph and the emergent graph. Combined with the analysis of Figures 7 and 8, it can be seen 
that the domestic innovation ecosystem research can be divided into three stages. 
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The first stage: During the period from 2000 to 2010, the nodes were scattered and the 
connections were relatively sparse. At this stage, there are 4 nodes with a frequency greater 
than 5, namely innovation ecosystem, high-tech enterprise, enterprise ecosystem and 
ecosystem. Guo Shouqian [7] established an industrial ecological system by using theories such 
as ecology, and proposed that an eco-industrial park is an effective way to realize industrial 
ecological innovation. Huang Lucheng[8] combined the theory of ecosystem and regional 
technological innovation, and revealed seven characteristics of the regional technological 
innovation ecosystem, which was helpful for follow-up research. Scholars such as Wu Lusheng 
[9] proposed that openness, self-organization, hierarchy and integrity are the basic 
characteristics of the technological innovation ecosystem based on the perspective of 
ecosystem theory. innovative model. In the context of the knowledge economy, He Tuantao et 
al. [10] put forward the relevant conceptual framework and operation mode of the knowledge 
innovation ecosystem by integrating ecology and innovation theories. Zhang Yunsheng [11] 
regarded technical standards as the innovation coupling link of the innovation ecosystem of 
high-tech enterprises, established a symbiotic evolution innovation system, and identified the 
risks existing in the control system. In the exploration stage of the innovation ecosystem, 
domestic scholars mainly combine innovation and ecological theories to take high-tech 
enterprises as the main body of innovation, and reveal various problems of the innovation 
ecosystem of high-tech enterprises. 
The second stage: During the period from 2011 to 2015, the number of nodes increased and the 
number of connections increased. It is in the development stage. Nodes with a frequency 
greater than 5 in this stage are strategic emerging industries, collaborative innovation, 
technical standards and innovation. Scholars such as Mei Qiang [12] defined the connotation 
and characteristics of strategic emerging industries, drew a map of the innovation ecosystem 
of strategic emerging industries, and identified and controlled the risks in the system. Based on 
the perspective of symbiosis, Li Yuhua et al. [13] used the logistic model to study and analyze 
the ways for enterprises and scientific research institutes to realize collaborative innovation in 
the innovation ecosystem of strategic emerging industries. Because strategic emerging 
industries depend on key technologies, and key technological innovations are far from enough 
to rely on enterprises and scientific research institutes, it is also necessary to include the 
government, intermediary institutions and universities as the main body of innovation, and 
combine the innovation environment to provide strategic emerging industries development. 
new ideas. Scholars such as Chen Yantai [14] used a cross-case study to analyze the mechanism 
of "value creation" and "value capture" in the two stages of the electric vehicle industry 
innovation ecosystem, providing a reference for the collaborative innovation of enterprises in 
the system. Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, the state has 
emphasized the implementation of the innovation-driven development strategy. Scholars such 
as Wang Haihua [15] drew the innovation driven development strategy “knowledge—
organization-institution-space” four-dimensional collaborative framework diagram and path 
diagram for follow-up research. theoretical support is provided. At this stage, the main body of 
innovation has diversified, and case analysis has become one of the important means of 
conducting research. Scholars have begun to emphasize the synergy and symbiosis of 
innovation ecosystems. 
The third stage: During the period from 2016 to 2021, the keywords appear densely and the 
theme connection is closely in the deepening stage. Innovation and entrepreneurship, open 
innovation, and technological innovation have become the focus of research at this stage. 
Promoting the high-quality development of mass entrepreneurship and innovation requires 
building a good innovation and entrepreneurship ecosystem, and this system needs to 
coordinate multiple innovation entities, gather multiple elements, and improve the institutional 
system. Bian Weijun et al. [16] used a single case method to analyze the development process 
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and mechanism of the innovation and entrepreneurship ecosystem in Qingdao High-tech Zone, 
and found that the evolution path presents the characteristics of progressive and dynamic 
accumulation. Scholars such as Dai Yishu [17] used the case study method to analyze the value 
co-creation mechanism of the innovation ecosystem. The study found that the collaborative 
cooperation between the innovation subjects and the resource support of the government and 
other organizations are helpful to realize the value co-creation [18]. With the development of 
scientific and technological innovation, digital elements have become an important part of 
production factors, and various heterogeneous digital innovation entities related to numbers 
have begun to emerge and gradually form a digital innovation ecosystem, which not only 
enriches existing theories but also provides future research. Provide directions. Through the 
analysis of these three stages, the development process of the domestic innovation ecosystem 
can be described as from ecosystem → collaborative innovation → value co-creation. 
 

Table 2. Overview of cnki keyword clustering 
Cluster ID Size Silhouette Mean( Year) Cluster Label 

0 96 0.886 2013 Innovation Ecosystem 
1 57 0.843 2016 ecosystem 
2 45 0.857 2010 Technological innovation 
3 37 0.922 2016 Regional Innovation Ecosystem 
4 33 0.846 2015 value co-creation 
5 25 0.891 2016 Innovation ecology 
6 24 0.835 2009 Regional innovation 
7 24 0.894 2012 value capture 
8 18 0.905 2011 Value co-creation mechanism 
9 14 0.971 2012 Operating mechanism 

10 13 0.97 2018 Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area 
11 6 1 2019 dynamic game 
12 6 0.992 2021 industrial organization 

5. Conclusion 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the research status, research hotspots and research 
fronts in the field of innovation ecosystem at home and abroad, so as to quickly and 
systematically grasp the research and development direction of this field. Using CiteSpace 
software to sort out and summarize relevant literature from 2000 to 2021 at home and abroad, 
the main conclusions are as follows: 
First, in terms of the number of papers published, the number of papers published on 
innovation ecosystem research both at home and abroad has shown a trend of volatile growth. 
In the past five years, the number of English papers has exceeded that of Chinese papers, and 
major research institutions at home and abroad are concentrated in major universities. 
Although domestic research started earlier, the concept of innovation ecosystem was first 
proposed by the U.S. Commission on Competitiveness. Therefore, the international 
understanding of innovation ecosystems should be ahead of domestic ones, and the total 
number of publications is also higher than that of domestic ones. However, the overall 
development of domestic and foreign The trend is generally the same. 
Second, through the analysis of classic papers, it is found that most of the international research 
in the field of innovation ecosystem focuses on performance, strategy, technology, knowledge, 
etc., and the highly cited papers are all published by universities in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, the European Union and other countries. Completed, which shows that the core of 
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research in this field is still concentrated in the United States and Europe. Although the number 
of published articles in China ranks in the top three, the degree of recognition and influence of 
articles is still small. Early research in this field in China mainly focused on the innovation 
ecosystem itself, including concept definition, knowledge evolution, collaborative innovation, 
and theoretical framework construction; Ecosystem building. Comparing the top ten highly 
cited articles at home and abroad, it is found that the citation frequency of international highly 
cited literature is much higher than that of domestic literature, which shows that the breadth 
and depth of domestic research in this field needs to be improved, and the pursuit of quantity 
should not be ignored. quality. 
Third, domestic research can be divided into three stages. 2000-2010 is the exploration period 
of innovation ecosystem; 2011-2015 is the development period of innovation ecosystem; 2016-
2021 is the period of deepening innovation ecosystem. In general, the domestic innovation 
ecosystem develops according to the process of ecosystem → collaborative innovation → value 
co-creation. 
Fourth, the construction of an innovation ecosystem requires not only a precise grasp of its 
conceptual connotation, but also a good environmental support. Domestic and foreign 
researches in the field of innovation ecosystem mostly use case studies and empirical studies. 
According to the research front, combining local local cases can better conduct exploratory 
research, which has more practical significance. Therefore, future research in this field can 
adopt more empirical and case studies to improve the pertinence of the research. 
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